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31Journeyman Audiophile
The new L-507Z integrated amplifier from
LUXMAN is very impressive. The meters
are now joined by a numeric readout of 
volume level, and more!
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14
Old School...

The legendary Ken Kessler looks back at the legendary
McIntosh MC2300 power amplifier. Earlier this year, Jerry
Garcia’s stage amplifier went for a precious sum at auction.

While many think of McIntosh for being “the sound that
powered Woodstock,” this is the amplifier that went
everywhere Jerry went.
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MM and MC

The .5 Phono has a single set of RCA input jacks, so you must remove the top 
panel to set the gain from MM to MC position. MM is set up for a standard 47k 
ohm load with 45dB of gain and the MC offers 100 ohm loading with 60dB of gain.
This will work with a very wide range of cartridges. The 60dB setting is a bit on the 
low side for an extremely low output cartridge like the Denon DL-103r (.25mV output) 
but if but if your preamplifier has enough gain, it will still work. 

I had no problem using this combination with the Conrad Johnson PV-12 preamplifier 
(26dB overall gain) but it was a little bit weak for the Mark Levinson no.26 preamplifier 
that I’m currently using with only 6dB of gain.

A real favorite with the .5 Phono is Ortofon’s Quintet Red MC. At only $359, it works 
great with 100 ohm loading and with .5mV of output, should mate well with whatever 
system you plug it into. Combined with a vintage Technics SL-1200 mk.5 This setup 
also also stays in line with where it might be paired in the real world.

Switching between the onboard phono stage of the current Technics SL-1500C (reviewed 
last issue) sporting an Ortofon Concorde cartridge is a major jump up in every aspect 
of analog performance – bigger dynamics, lower noise floor and much better imaging. 
Considering how many tables are available from Audio Technica, Pro-Ject, Technics 
and others, with built in phono sections, this is a serious upgrade indeed. Regardless 
of cartridge or music chosen, the .5 Phono has the basics you need to get into some 
seseriously engaging listening sessions. 

Award worthy

The LSA .5 Phono truly defines what we mean with our Exceptional Value Award. 
A few premium LPs expenditure will take you to another world entirely. For everyone 
building a system for the first time, this is a Lego you’re never going to want to trade.
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Produced in 1969 for Koss, by Polhman studios, in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin - hometown of Koss, this big haired woman’s picture
was in every hifi shop you went into. Not to mention every head
shop I remember from college, a decade later.

Still popular today, fairly wrinkled copies are fetching over $200
on various auction sites.
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The Inaugural Pacific Audio Fest: A New Star

It was November of 2019, as the last Capital Audiofest held 
before the Covid-19 Pandemic forced us to reimagine our 
world was winding down, that Lou Hinkley, the owner, 
designer, and craftsman behind Daedalus Audio Loudspeakers 
of Ferndale, WA, first let the cat out of the bag. He had been 
tthinking about and planning to establish a new, consumer-
based audio show, one that would be the first of its kind to 
ever take place in Seattle. The only question was, WHEN!

Initially slated to run at the end of July 2021, by min-April, 
just three and a half months before it was to launch, once it
had become obvious that the Covid-19 lockdown restrictions 
would prevail, Lou disappointingly – and prudently - announced 
tthat the inaugural event would be postponed; it would be 
rescheduled for the end of July 2022. 

While I did not doubt that Lou, in partnership with Capital 
Audiofest founder and organizer, Gary Gill, bolstered by 
further supplemental support from the now-defunct Rocky 
Mountain Audio Fest’s own remarkable Marjorie Baumert, 
would pull off anything less than a first-class event, PAF 
2022 p2022 proved to be not only a stellar maiden outing, but one 
of the most engaging shows I’ve attended in recent years!

The hotel is sprawling. The original section of the hotel, the 
two-floored, extended wings to either side of the open section 
housing the pool and spa, to the north of the main halls and 
the tower, were built in the late 1960s on the original wetlands 
of the nearby spring-fed Bow Lake Reservoir, resulting in 
some posome portions having been erected on structural pylons. 
The tower section, fourteen floors high, was added to the 
south end of the main wings in the mid-nineteen seventies, 
housing the main entrance,primary ballrooms and meeting 
rooms, which occupy the main and second floors.

TONE113.038
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One of the major contributing factors to a successful vendor 
show is overall sonic quality.   Everyone I talked to agreed just 
how bloody good the bulk of the exhibits set up in Wings Two 
and Seven, sounded. (Which are typically sleeping rooms.) I 
suspect the native sonic advantages offered by these standard 
hotel rooms, not the banquet, ballroom, and meeting rooms, were 
a result of a combina result of a combination of their construction methods, materials, 
along with their sheer size. Combined with a lack of built-in, 
non-removable furnishings, made for some of the best sounding 
rooms many of us have heard in recent years.

Yet another extremely important attribute that helps underwrite 
such an event’s success is its overall vibe and feel; its TONE, if 
you’ll forgive the pun. Where most shows tend to be more 
iimpersonal, frenetic, rushed, or even haggard, the mood and 
attitudes here were almost ubiquitously particularly upbeat and 
welcoming, culminating in a manifestly friendly, accessible, and 
pleasurable atmosphere, fostering a great sense of community.

In this sense, this initial PAF was remarkably reminiscent of the 
recently defunct and sorely missed Rocky Mountain Audio Fest, 
as this prevailingly communal attitude was something that Marjorie 
BaumeBaumert had so successfully cultivated, especially with the earlier 
shows. I’d suggest that her near omnipresence here, meeting, 
greeting, and helping everyone she spoke with, so willingly and 
enthusiastically contributing to its accessible and welcoming 
demeanor, was an indisputable contributing factor to the shows 
overwhelming success. It was as if the Rocky Mountain Audio 
Fest baton was being officially passed to Lou and Gary, as if 
ssignaling her endorsement of this new and highly promising show.

Finally, this show was of a more manageable size! With a total 
of fifty-two rooms and twenty-eight table vendors, representing 
nearly two hundred distinct brands, it was possible to stop by 
every exhibit over its three days of operation.

Were there some missteps and hiccups along the way? Of course! 
But I'd suggest that it is at best an odd rarity that any first-time 
eevent this ambitious and gratifying comes off without a hitch, 
or three! Yet its combination of overall extremely good-sounding 
rooms, the welcoming, engaging vibe, and the overall manageable 
size, that contributed to producing one of the most exciting and 
gratifying new events on our annual show calendar.

I wouldn’t dream of missing next year’s Pacific Audio Fest. I hope 
to see you there joining in all the fun!

TONE113.039
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Way out world (music).

Seeing our one of our favorite 
bands has a new record dropping
in the beginning of 2023, why
not revisit the beginning on
a 12” single? 

AAs it should be! 
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Pro-Ject
VC-E Record Cleaner

An excellent start.

R ecord cleaning has become big business. Roughly a decade ago, analog enthusiasts 
had a few options to clean vinyl, with the time-tested brush serving as the most 
common manual/DIY method and VPI's trusty HW-16.5 standing tall as the most 
popular automatic machine catering to audiophiles. My, how things have changed. 

Paralleling the ever-onward march of prices attached to audio equipment, top-of-the-
line cleaning machines now command upwards of $5,000. Meanwhile, after more 
tthan 30 years of continuous production, HW-16.5 remains available for $799 while 
enjoying a long reign as the go-to standard in the sub-$1k field. However, a changing 
of the guard may be underway courtesy of the $499 Pro-Ject VC-E

Built in the Czech Republic, and adorned with sturdy aluminum composite panels, 
VC-E provides quick, easy LP cleaning with as few as one forward rotation and one 
backward rotation. Dramatically quieter than HW-16.5, VC-E uses a provided clamp 
to protect the record label from being damaged by any applied fluid, relies on a 
mmoveable metal arm for suction, and includes a protective plate to prevent exhausted 
air from blowing on the cleaned album. A half-liter tank stores spent fluid, and 
operation, which involves 30RPM speed (about three seconds per rotation), couldn't 
be much simpler. (Pro-Ject's $699 VC-S2 ALU primarily mirrors its smaller sibling 
but adds a larger, 2.5-liter tank and slightly elevated build quality.).

$499
project-audio.com
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Put an LP on the platter, screw on the clamp, drizzle fluid on the record, grab a brush 
to disperse it, drop the arm over the LP, select forward or reverse via a push button, 
activate suction via another button, let it ride, power off, and you're done. Repeat 
the same process on the flip side and move on to the next LP. Pro-Ject's claim of 
requiring just one forward and one backward rotation theoretically holds true for 
vvinyl that hasn't been in the hands of a careless owner (or, say, doubled as a perch 
for a cat). For dirtier records, you'll need to perform a few passes, which also help 
with drying. (Like many cleaning machines, VC-E requires an optional kit to clean 
seven-inch vinyl.)

Yes, VC-E lacks the high-tech bells and whistles of its expensive brethren. If you seek 
ultra-luxe looks, ultrasonic cleaning, no-flip versatility, higher power, sensor monitoring, 
and a smorgasbord of settings, VC-E ain't your bag. Then again, the relatively compact 
10.5 x 12.2 x 8.3-in10.5 x 12.2 x 8.3-inch unit isn't devised to satiate all such desires. What it accomplishes, 
and does extremely well, is remove dust, fingerprints, hair, and related grime from 
LPs to a degree that makes sullied used vinyl playable and far quieter. Plus, because 
of its budget-friendly cost, it allows you plenty of extra money for more records or 
a different system upgrade. What a concept. 

www.suncoastaudio.com


What is the best sound? What is the
“absolute sound?” What sound do you love?

Now we’re getting somewhere.

One of the toughest things about this HiFi game,
being that we all perceive sound a bit differently,
and we all have certain things that really turn us
on - even more if you plon - even more if you play an instrument or two, 
is to find and assemble a system you love, and
try to give some advice based on what we love.

However, if they can land a satelite on a moving
asteroid, I think we can figure it out if we all 

work together.

Here’s two great tube amplifiers from two great
American companies, representing state-of-the-artAmerican companies, representing state-of-the-art
design and excecution. This is NOT a shootout.

This is taking two fantastic amplifiers for a test drive.
It’s truly impressive how great they both are. Enjoy.

TONE113.042
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Audio Research
Reference 80S

As it should be done.

When you open the box to install the Audio Research REF 80S amplifier tubes, 
you'll notice things are still done as they always have been at ARC. The corners of 
the enclosures have been rounded over the last six years or so, but they don't cut 
any corners in the manufacturing. Who knows, had CEO Trent Suggs not rescued 
ARC from the McIntosh Group last year, we might be looking at empty boxes with 
the ARC logo on them for three grand a pop. Thank goodness we still have these 
gglorious REF amps instead.
 
As a native Midwesterner and someone who's been buying ARC components since 
1980, it's nice to see this level of care in a product. I've been to the ARC factory a 
few times over the last 15 years, and they still build it all from the ground up by 
hand. No surface mount technology is done on a wave solder machine, no op-amps 
anywhere. All the tubes are hand matched for quality and consistency. They even 
hhave their own paint shop now and build those cool, see-through meters in-house. 
The legacy of their founder William Johnson is more than alive and well; it's thriving.

This care and attention to detail is part of what you pay $15,000 for. The rest goes 
to constant research and development, along with maintaining a few million dollars 
of parts inventory, so your ten-year-old REF 80S will be able to be repaired should 
something happen to it. And a company that takes good care of their employees. 
There's a lot to be said for that in the year 2022. That's why 30-year-old Audio 
RResearch components are worth nearly what they sold for new still command the 
same price. Some even more.

 

$16,000
audioresearch.com
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The D-79 Reincarnated?

Nah. The REF 80S is better. Truly it is. Every 
time I take my BMW E30 out for a spin, I 
marvel at how far ahead of its time this car 
was. And how much fun it still is to drive. 
But arguably, a new M2 Competition is a 
bbetter car. It's a similar testament to ARC's 
engineering prowess that the D-79 still 
stands up today (and that it betters a lot of 
new stuff still) delivering a high level of 
performance that it does. If you've ever had 
a chance to hear a refreshed D-79, you know 
what I'm talking about. And if you ever get 
tthe chance to take a BMW E30 that's been 
completely refreshed out for a long, curvy 
drive on a sunny day, don't pass it up – no 
matter how much you think you need a 
700-horsepower car.
 
However, the REF 80S pays homage to ARC’s
ppast, showcasing everything they've learned 
since. It doesn't get any better than this. 
Many will want/need more than 70 Watts 
per channel, so this will not be the amplifier 
for you. If your system can thrive on this 
level of power, the REF 80S could be the 
sweetest modern ARC amp yet. As Nelson 
PPass is fond of saying, "simple circuits are 
best." There's something truly special going 
on with the REF 80S.
 
Is this the best Audio Research amplifier 
ever? Maybe. Is it my personal favorite? 
Definitely. Do I need one? Probably. A quick 
cchat with Warren Gehl, the man at ARC who 
is the final say on sound reveals my 
observations are in the ballpark. "Yeah, a D-79 
is a little softer and slower by comparison," 
Gehl says when we both carry on about this 
legendary amplifier. Before the subject 
changes to cars (as it always does when we 
hhave a long chat) Gill admits that he's bought 
one for his personal system – high praise 
from the man who can have anything ARC 
makes in his home.

 

I'm often asked why I always compare audio 
equipment to cars. Now that I've been 
collecting automobiles and audio gear for 
decades, one of the most intriguing aspects 
is watching a manufacturer's legacy unfold. 
Just when you think Porsche can't squeeze 
ananother 20 horsepower out of an engine or 
shave a few seconds from their lap time 
around the world-famous Nurburgring 
circuit, they do. Similarly, just when you 
think ARC can't take their designs further, 
they build an amplifier like this that reveals 
even more music, without compromise. 
((And without a major price increase, I might 
add.) 

It's a great time to be an audio enthusiast.

Peripherals

Analog Sources Rega P10w/Apheta 3 MC, 
         Rega P9w/Luxman cart

Phono Preamp  Nagra Classic Phono

DDigital Source  dCS Vivaldi ONE with 
         Vivaldi Clock

Preamplifier  Pass XS Phono, ARC LS-28SE, 
        Nagra Classic

Speakers  Sonus faber Stradiveri, Dynaudio 
         Confidence 20, Team Fink Kim

Cable   Cardas Clear

 While the big amplifiers (or the high horsepower car) make for better bragging rights, 
This amplifier is all about nuance, inner detail, and delicacy. Regardless of all the talk about 
the first watt, (which the REF 80S delivers the goods) this amplifier sounds fantastic when 
you can crank it up and see those coolio see-through meters do their dance. Mated to my 
Team Fink Kim speakers, I was able to play music comfortably loud, with plenty of 
hheadroom left for the most demanding peaks. As the Kim's sport a Heil tweeter (i.e. 
extended HF) switching to triode mode and redlining this amplifier makes for one of the 
most immersive experiences I've ever had with ARC amplifiers. Gutsy as the D-79 is, the 
new REF 80 has all of that with a quantum leap in resolution and spatial ability.
 
When the G series amplifiers came out almost a decade ago, I used to tease Audio Research's 
Dave Gordon that the GS 150 (another all-time fave amp) sounded like a quart of REF sound 
wwith a few ounces of classic conrad-johnson warmth mixed in. The REF 75 and 75SE were 
more resolving and analytical than the GS 150, but this amplifier pushes the sonic boundaries 
even further. It has just enough saturation, so there is no mistaking that it is a vacuum tube 
design, but all the grain, grunge, and electronic artifacts are gone.
 
Leaning on all the classic audiophile clichés like "holographic imaging," "inky-black back
grounds," and such don't pay this amplifier the necessary compliments it deserves. The 
presenpresentation is so natural it's easy to forget. Very few amplifiers I've owned and auditioned 
over the years do such a fantastic job of simply serving the music played – no more, no less.
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Balanced Audio Technology
REX 3 Power Amplifier

Big Audio Dynamite.

Listening to the big bass riff at the beginning of Paul McCartney's "Let Me Roll 
It" growl out of my speakers is more than convincing. It's captivating, especially 
swapping cables from one of my long-time references, the BAT VK-56SE; still no 
slouch in any sense of the word. In case you didn't know, all BAT tube power 
amplifiers run in triode mode continuously. Where some amplifiers, like my 
PrimaLuna EVO400s, can be switched to triode mode, they lose some of their 
ulultimate grip when run this way. This is never an issue with BAT power amplifiers.
 
The smaller BAT amplifier, utilizing the same quartet of 6C33 power tubes, produces 
55 Watts per channel, underscoring just how vital power supply design is. The 
VK-56SE is heavy, but the REX 3 is BIG. The chassis holds three large transformers 
for the power supply and output stages and an increased tube count. The REX 3 
defies the "simple circuits are better" line of thought, with three times the driver 
and land low-level tubes of the VK-56SE. But it all works brilliantly.

Rather than get to the end of the review and say something vague like, "Is the REX 3 
worth the lofty price tag? I don't know…." Let's call a REX a REX (or, in this case, 
a REX 3). Hell yeah, this amplifier is worth 20k. You may prefer a different flavor 
for the price asked. Still, in terms of sheer musicality and engagement, the REX 3 
is in an exalted group of amplifiers that offer a level of sonic excellence that requires 
writing the big check. And budget another $1,500 for a replacement tube set while 
yyou're at it. Still not crazy, considering my $5,500 PrimaLuna amp uses $1,000 
worth of tubes. It's the way of the world.

 TONE113.047
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According to Audience, while there are 
advantages of using larger gauge cables for 
speaker connections, there is a point where 
you achieve diminishing returns. Once a 
cable design gets too large, things will
deteriorate sonically due to eddy currents 
and and other challenges with the metals and 
geometry. For Front Row, Audience uses 
Ohno Continuous Cast (OCC) copper 
throughout, and for the speaker cables, they 
use a geometry they call a “Double 
Cylindrical Perfect Lay.” The result is a 
relatively modest-looking cable, though still 
qquite attractive. A special note regarding all 
Front Row cables: Audience uses Morre 
(Musically Optimized Reduction of Resistive 
Energy) technologies in Front Row. Morre 
includes special attention to metallurgies, 
geometries, dielectrics, etc., each one is
implemented on a cable type by cable type 
bbasis. Each cable design is optimized to pass 
signal with the least amount of interference, 
thus preserving the musical experience. 

Getting down to the music

With everything now connected, I’m finally 
able to take a first listen. All Front Row 
cables are broken-in at the factory using 
super hsuper high voltage for three to five days. 
This extra step in manufacturing providing 
an immediate and wonderful experience. 
Immediately, the complete Front Row loom 
sounds great. As a believer in the proper 
setup of a system after changing significant 
components, of which I believe a complete 
ccable loom qualifies, the immediate good 
results mean that I can get on with making 
fine adjustments to speaker positioning 
taking advantage of the different presentation
Given how neutral these cables are, these 
fine adjustments get me to the fun part of 
listening faster than expected. Immediately, 
tthere’s a richness and control apparent from 
the first note.

As I didn’t expect to begin listing critically 
so quickly, I had something I had just been 
listening to on the turntable and was going 
to use for some break-in. But why not spin it

 

immediately? So up to speed comes Nina 
Simone’s self-titled first album from 1957. 
The last song on the first side, “My Baby Just 
Cares For Me,” had me questioning all my 
previous setups. Nina’s left had had the perfect 
balance of power while her right had just 
fflowed. Of course, early stereo recordings 
can sometimes get positioning off. However, 
the tonal quality and rhythmic sense fills the 
room. The richness of her voice is intoxicating. 
The combination of Nina’s voice, Jimmy Bard’s 
bass, and Albert “Tootsie” Health’s drumming 
hit just the right balance between swinging 
and hand having a bit of fun.

Shifting gears completely, I throw on Chris 
Stapleton’s fantastic 2017 LP, From A Room 
Vol. 1. This album helped generate another 
Grammy for the leathery-voiced country master. 
The interplay between Stapleton’s singing 
and his guitar work on “I Was Wrong” is 
paparticularly interesting. Right off the top, 
J.T. Crane’s walking bass line throughout this 
song is a wonder in its modesty and significant 
contribution. However, what impresses me 
most about my system with Front Row is its 
ability to track each musical element while 
holding them together as a whole.  

FFrom these first couple of pieces, mix it up 
with a bit of rock in the form of Bowie’s famed 
Hunky Dory. This is one of my favorite albums 
in my collection. When this album was released, 
we should have known from the start, with 
“Changes” leading to “Oh! You Pretty Things” 
to “Eight Line Poem,” that Bowie was going 
tto bend music to whatever he wanted. With 
the first three songs down, there is no place 
else to go but to the end of the album with 
“The Bewlay Brothers.” Aside from the flipping 
of side one to side two, there was no break in 
the musical drive with Front Row cables. More 
impressive, the tonal and rhythmic balance is 
rright on track (no pun intended). Front Row 
delivers music with authority and authenticity.  

 

A grand unboxing
 
Though it’s unnecessary, I started the installation with the tonearm leads, followed by the 
interconnects, and then power cables saving the speaker cables for last. The packaging for 
the interconnects is very nice. Once you open the outer box, you are met with a certificate 
of authenticity. Under this is a nylon zippered case for the actual cables. The interconnect 
jajacket is a smart braided wrap with beautiful carbon fiber/polished brass connectors. Each 
category of cables in Front Row has a similar high-quality, high-end presentation.

The power cables require further description. Unpacking the power cables follows the same 
process, only these are much larger. I believe in having all power cables the same length to 
optimize ground consistency, so each cable I’m using is 2.0m throughout. This is a lot of 
large, heavy cables. One additional but not minor detail is that within Front Row, Audience 
has optimized the designs around source/preamp components and high-current amplifier 
cocomponents. These are labeled Medium-Current and High-Current, respectively. 

Finally, I arrived at the point where I thought John sent the wrong cables – the speaker 
cables. All that remains of unopened boxes is a small box roughly the size of each interconnect 
box. This cannot be right. On closer examination, the label says “Speaker Cables,” so much 
to my surprise, there is a pair of spade-lugged, 3.0m speaker cables. Given the size of both 
interconnects and power cables, my experience imagined speaker cables that were the size 
of my forearm. Not these. These are not much larger than a heavy gauge extension cord 
wwrapped in a nice braid. At this point, I remembered the conversation with John about 
speaker cables and where Audience has their own, distinct methodology.
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Pika Pika...

$29  
amazon.com

Who says the fun headphones
have to be for kids? These 
PPicachu phones are sure to 
be an eye opener wherever
you go.

Watch for one of us to be 
sporting a pair of these 
at CanJam next year.
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      Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                                    Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                            
Morton Grove, Illinois  -  Quintessence Audio
quintessanceaudio.com
5701 W. Dempster Street
Morton Grove, Illinois 60053                                  847.966.4434

Scottsdale, Arizona - LMC Home Entertainment
lmche.com
15507 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 13515507 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 135
Scottsdale, Arizona                                                             480.403.0011                                     

 

Analog Excellence
Sample our Phono Statement.
Your record collection will be
glad you did...

www.coincidentspeaker.com

TONE113.089

www.coincidentspeaker.com


Santa Fe, New Mexico - Gestalt Audio
www.gestalthi.com
24 Sunlit Dr. West
Santa Fe, NM 87508 (by appointment)

www.cardas.com


      Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                                    Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                            
San Francisco, California -  AudioVision San Francisco
www.audiovisionsf.com
1628 California Street
San Francisco, California 94109                                415.614.1118

Austin, Texas - Whetstone Audio
www.whetstoneaudio.com
2401 E. 6th. Street #10012401 E. 6th. Street #1001
Austin, Texas  78702                            512.477.8503                                     
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Get The Gear:  Where to find what you’ve seen in this issue. 

TONE113.094

Luxman                            luxmanamerica.com
Manley                                   manleylabs.com
MartinLogan                            martinlogan.com
Matterhorn Audio         matterhornaudio.com
MoFi Distribution        mofidistribution.com
Mytek                                      mytekdigital.com
NNagra                                        nagraaudio.com
Naim                               focalnaimamerica.com
Octave                                                octave.de
Ortofon                                              ortofon.com
Paradigm                                      paradigm.com
Parasound                             parasound.com
Pass Labs                                       passlabs.com
PPrimaLuna                         primaluna-usa.com
ProAc                                             soundorg.com
Quadratic Audio               quadraticaudio.com
REL                                                              rel.net
Rega                                              soundorg.com
Sierra Sound                          sierrasound.com
Suncoast Audio               suncoastaudio.com
SSVS                                                   svsound.com
T+A                                                          ta-hifi.de
Tannoy                      upscaledistribution.com
Tellurium Q                               telluriumq.com
TONE Imports                       toneimports.com
Totem                                  totemacoustic.com
Underwood HiFi             underwoodaudio.com
UUpscale Audio                        upscaleaudio.com
VAC                                      vac-amplifiers.com
Wireworld                          wireworldcable.com
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